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Abstract. We examined the responseof our ocean
modelsof physicalcirculationand geochemicaltracer
distributions on atmosphericglacial forcing. The
CLIMAP Project Members(1981) sea surfacetemperature (SST) was taken directly as a boundary

set of original data [CLIMAP Project Members,
1981]. As a result, we have now inter alia global

condition.

oceangeneralcirculationmodel (OGCM), surface

The wind stress and freshwater

flux were

maps of surface temperature for summer and winter and of ice coveragewhich can be taken to drive
an AGCM. The glacial boundary conditionsfor the

the ocean responsein temperature and circulation
reflects primarily the imposed glacial forcing fields.
The simulated deepoceanresponse,especiallyin the

temperature, wind stress, and freshwater flux, are
then availablefrom the simulationof the atmospheric
glacial response.
Although substantial progresshas been made in
modeling the atmosphericresponseto LGM bound-

derivedfrom the ice age responseof an atmospheric

generalcirculationmodel(AGCM). Nearthe surface,

North Pacific, is in conflict with the observational

ary conditions[e.g., Kutzbach and Guetter, 1986;

evidence. The glacial changesin the physicalocean
circulationappearto be qualitatively as derivedfrom
sedimentcores,but, probably,highly overestimated.

schlagerand Herterich, 1990], relatively little has

The

from the somewhat

misfit

between

model

and data

is established

Broccoli and Manabe, 1987; Rind, 1987• Lauten-

been done on the glacial ocean circulation. Aside
inferential

studies of Miller

and

clearlyin the distributionof 513C, where a direct

Russell[1989]and Kefferet al. [1988],therehasbeen

comparisonwith sediment core data is possible.The
simulated AGCM freshwater flux, which is linked for
exampleby the evaporationto the imposedSST field,
is suspectedto be the most probable reasonfor this

no attempt to model the three-dimensionalglacial responseof the oceanand couplea globalcarbonmodel

conflict.

In this study, we simulate the three-dimensional
circulation of the ice age ocean and the effect on

INTRODUCTION

to a three-dimensionalsimulation of the ocean 18,000

yearsbeforepresent(18 ka).

Great efforts have been made during the last 15

the ocean carbon cycle. Our approach is to force
an OGCM with the results from an AGCM, which
in turn has been forced with LGM boundary condi-

years to reconstruct the surface climate of the last

tions from CLIMAP Project Members[1981]. The

glacialntaximum(LGM) from a very heterogeneous

modelgenerated
output- upwelling,
513C,A14C-
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are compared qualitativley to the deep-sea record.
Most of the comparisonsinvolve data collectedsince
original publication of the CLIMAP Project Mem-

bers[1981]seasurfacetemperature(SST)field.
As will be seen in the results section, there are
some significantdifferencesbetweenour model results and observations. Some readers may question

the utility of reporting negativeresults. Although
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such objections might seem reasonable,we believe
there arethreejustificationsfor our actions:(1) there
are some areas where in fact there are agreements

other with respect to the errors in the fluxes across
the air-sea interface. Consequently, the climate of
the coupled model exhibits a drift even in attempts
to simulate the present climate. A systematic tuning of free parametersto removesuch drifts would
require so many experiments that even with today's
computer facilities it is not feasible. It is convenient
to introduceflux corrections[Sausenet al., 1988]in
which mismatchesof the fluxes of the present-day climate are added to the fluxes in the coupled system.
By this technique the submodelscan be coupledto a
rather stationary model of the present climate which
allows,at least,the investigationof the effectof small
perturbations. For the simulation of a completely
different climate state, however,with potentially increasedimpact of nonlinearities, the flux correction
is conceptually not applicable. It is therefore still
critical to look at the behavior of the subsystems.

betweenmodelsand observations;
(2) it is usefulto
report the results as a benchmark for comparisonof
future

runs with

other

models

or different

bound-

ary conditions;(3) the most significantmodel-data
discrepancycan be traced to a critical boundary con-

dition, the CLIMAP Project Members[1981]Pacific
SST field.

Our

results

underline

those of an earlier

study [Rind and Peteet, 1985]as to the needfor their
teevaluation, but our results also extend the magnitude of the model-data discrepanciesfor 18 ka not
only to tropical land areas but also to the oceanic
thermohaline circulation and preservationof deepsea sediments.

MODEL

CHAIN

The Earth's climate is determined by the interaction of atmosphere, biosphere, ocean, and cryo-

A GUM Experiment

sphere. Simulationsof future climatechangesdue

The AGCM used is the T21 model developed at
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

to the increase of atmospheric carbon dioxide and
other greenhousegasesare only reliable if the ability of the numerical models to simulate the present
climate is shown as well as the ability of the models
to simulate climatic states far away from the present
one. Present-dayavailablemodelsare tuned to simulate present-day climate. Therefore it is a priori not
clear that these models sucessfullysimulate climatic
states differentfrom the present. Up to now, coupled
ocean-atmospheremodels suffer from the fact that
the separatelydevelopedmodelsdo not balanceeach

Forecasts(ECMWF)in Reading[Louis,1984]and
modified for climate simulations at the Meteorologi-

cal Institute of Hamburg University [Dfimenil and
Schlese,1987]. The T21 AGCM is based on the
primitive equationsincluding radiation, a hydrological cycle and a three-layer soil model, determining
soil temperature and soil moisture. The model equations are solved in the spectral domain, truncated
at wavenumber 21. This correspondsto a horizontal
resolutionof 5.60 in latitude and longitude. The vet-
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tical coordinateis resolvedby 16 levelsin a hybrid
coordinatesystem:the terrain-followingsigmacoor-

fiir Meteorologie[Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann,
1987]. The model physicsis basedon the conser-

dinate at low model levels is transformed to pressure

vation of salt, heat, and momentum. Additionally,
a thermodynamicsea ice model with simplifiedrheology is included. The prognosticequation for the
vertical componentof momentum is replacedby the
hydrostatic approximation. The discretization in
tinhe is written in a rigorouslyimplicit way (Eu-

coordinateat higherlevelsyieldingsurfacesof constant pressurein the stratosphere.
Two T21 experimentswereperformedoversix annual cycles,a present-daycontrol and the ice age

response
[Lautenschlager
andHerterich,1990].For
the LGM, the lower boundaryconditionswere obtainedfrom CLIMAP ProjectMembers[1981].The
last five modelyearswere usedto calculatethe cli-

matemeansandanmnalies
(iceageminuspresent).
These5-yearmeananomalies
weretakenas driving

forces
fortheocean
experiments,
ir•cluding
computation of the annual mead freshwater flux anomaly

(Figure1) . The freshwaterflux into the oceanis
definedas precipitationminusevaporationplus river
run-off.

OGCM Ezperirn ent

The OGCM used is the large-scale geostrophic
globalmodel developedat the Max-Planck-Institut
DELTA
0

-

250

-

750

-

ler backwarddifferences).The resultingset of linear equationsis solvediteratively for the baroclinic
modes and by elimination for the barotropic mode.
The formulation ahnost completely suppressesgravity waves which would require a rather short time
step in conventionalcirculation models with an explicit discretization in time. The model uses a time
step of 30 days. The effectivehorizontal model resolution is 3.5ø, and the vertical is resolvedby 11 layers,
six layers above 1000 m depth and five layers below.
Details are given in the work by Maier-Reimer et al.
[1991].
The OGCM was integrated with present-day
boundary conditionsuntil equilibrium was achieved.
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Fig. 2. Distribution
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Then, after 10,000 •nodel years, the salinity boundary conditionwaschangedinto freshwaterflux which
had been diagnosticallydeterminedfrom the salinity
boundary condition. Further model integration for
750 yearsdid not show any changesin the presentday equilibrium ocean circulation. This ocean circulation was taken as present-day control experi-

All OGCM experimentsas well as the AGCM runs

wereintegratedincludingthe annualcycle.An overall surfacesalinity increasedue to glacial sea level

and the OGCM, for two reasons:(1) the two mod-

reduction does not affect the surfacesalinity gradients und was neglectedin theseexperiments.
A major point of note in our study is that we force
the ocean with freshwater fluxes, computed from
the AGCM precipitation-minus-evaporation results,
rather than attempt any paleo-estimatesof salinity.
For the ocean there are up to now only crude approximationsof the contrast in surfacesalinity of the
major oceansat the LGM as comparedto the modern ocean. On the other hand, it is widely accepted
that even small changesof salinity in the regionsof
deepwaterformation affect crucially the deep circulation. For example, the pronounceddifferencebe-

els werekept near the climate state inferredfrom the

tween the modern Atlantic

data;(2) it is impossible
to integratethe T21-AGCM

exclusivelyto the very differentfreshwaterbudgetsin
the northern parts, characterizedby the high precip-

ment for comparison
to the 18 ka experiments("ice
age runs"). Then the modernboundaryconditions
were changedto the oceanice age forcing and the
OGCM was integrated for 4000 years until a new
equilibrium was achieved.For the SST the CLIMAP

Project Members[1981]estimatesare prescribeddirectly.The CLIMAP ProjectMembers[1981]SST's
were choosenas forcing in both models,the AGCM

and the OGCM for somethousand years in the coupled mode. The AGCM anomalies of wind stress
and freshwater flux were added to the present-day
boundary fields to compile the ocean ice age forcing.

and Pacific is attributed

itation in the northernPacific[Warren,1983],which
is fed primarily by the evaporation excessin the At-

lantic [Broeckeret al., 1990]. The modernoceanic
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Fig. 3. Distribution
of A14Cin thewesternPacific.(a) OGCM response
to present-day
boundary
conditions;
(b) OGCM response
to iceageboundaryconditions.Contourinterval'10ø/00.Carbon14- agein years:
At ~ -8033 ln(1+ A14C/1000).

conveyorbelt is driven primarily by the coolingof

saltywaterin the northernAtlantic[Gordon,1986].
Even for constant fluxes the Atlantic

is believed to

have the potential for at least two different modes

we cannot utilize this option, we can examine the
effectsof salinity changeson the thermohalinecirculation with our 513Cand A14C proxies.Thesewill
be discussed in the next section.

of operation[Broeckeret al., 1985]. This conjecture, which was anticipatedfrom the analysisof an
extremelysimplifiedheat-salt oscillator[Stommmel,

1962],hasbeenstronglysupportedby the resultsof
numericalexperimentswith OGCM's [Bryan, 1986;
Manabeand Stouffer,1988].
Some attempts have been made to derive salinity changesfrom the oxygen isotope relation in
foraminiferalcommunities[Duplessyet al., 1991].
Unfortunately, this technique fails in cold water
where the lack of fractionation during brine formation and the disappearanceof calcite producersin
cold water disturbes the well established oxygensalinity correlationof temperatewaters. It is for that
reasonimpossibleto force an OGCM directly with
reconstructedglobal surfacesalinity. Even though

The Carbon Cycle Model

The carboncyclemodelcomputesthe distribution

of •CO2 of 12C,laC and14Casthe resultfrom
nutrient limited new productionin the given current
field. Distinction is made betweencalcite production
and the formation of soft tissue. Sinking particles

of organicmatter(POC) areremineralized
provided
there is enoughoxygen. The calcite pool interacts
with a bioturbated sediment layer. The variables
of the model are alkalinity, phosphateas a limiting

nutrient,oxygen,dissolved
CO2, POC, and calcite.
In all carbon tracers the three isotopes are treated

separately. In the atmospherethe CO2 concentrationsare supposed
to be zonallymixedwith a merid-
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Fig.3 (continued)

ional diffusionof one hemisphere/year.In the gas

exchange
betweenoceanand atmosphere,
the •3C is

circulation.The ratio 513Creflectsthe biologicalside
- it is almostperfectlyinverseto phosphate[Maier-

fractionated according

Reimerand Bacastow,1990]. A14C after correc-

r •3 - (1.02389- 9.483/(T+ 273.16)).
F12 • 13C02/• •2C02

tion by the fractionation effectsrepresentsan integral measureof the time elapsedsincethe water mass
last contacted the atmosphere. By comparing planktonic with benthic foraminifera

that are found in the

fluxes. For the implementation into soft tissue ma-

same sediment layer, the radiocarbon age difference
betweensurfaceand bottom givesan information on
the turnover time of the ocean, with an uncertainty

terialweassume
a constant
fractionation
of-20ø/00.

of approximately200 years[Lal and Suess,1983].

For radiocarbon we assume the square of these fractionation factors. Details of the model are given by

51aCona section
in theeastern
Atlantic(Figure2a),

Bacastowand Maier-Reimer[1990]and by MaierReimerand Bacastow[1990].The inventoriesof the

the GEOSECS 513C data. The model also simulates

where T is the local SST and F denotes the sea-to-air

tracerswere tuned carefullyto producea stationary
preindustrial CO2 concentrationof 275 ppm for the
control

run.

The mixing ratio of the isotopesin dissolvedcarbon givesan information of organic carbon productivity and thus nutrient distribution and deep ocean

The

model

simulates

the modern

distribution

of

comparingwellwith Kroopnick's[1985]evaluationof

the presentdistributionof A•4C. The sectionof the
westernPacific (Figure 3a), for instance,compares
wellwith the GEOSECSdata [Ostlundand Stuiver,

1980].The deepPacifichasgenerally
toohighA14C
by approximately
20o/00.We attributethisto a too
strongmixing around Antarctica.
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in agreementwith glacialtopography.The Bering
Strait was closed because of a sea level reduction in

Comparison of simulated surface currents for the

the rangeof 100- 150m. In the ice ageresponse,the
strengthof the Kuroshioincreasedand the strength
of the East Australian current decreasedcompared
to the present. The simulatedglacial Indian Ocean
currentsshoweda more zonal structurecomparedto
the present. The Antarctic Circumpolar Current did
not changenoticeablynorth of the marginsof permanent glacial seaice coverage.
The glacial ocean responseshowsa slightly in-

controlrun (Figure4a) and for the ice ageresponse
experiment(Figure4b) showthat in the ice ageexperiment, the North Atlantic polar front migrated
from its presentposition(65øN) to 45øN and the
Gulf Stream crossed the Atlantic at 40øN. The Brazil

current and the Atlantic equatorial current were intensifiedduring LGM, and the surfacecurrentsin the
North Pacific and in the Arctic Ocean were modified
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face salinitiesfor the controlrun and for the ice age

creasedupwellingin the equatorial East Atlantic and
a decreasedupwelling in the equatorial East Pacific.
This reflectsthe glacial trade wind responsein the
AGCM: stronger trades in the East Atlantic and
weaker trades in the East Pacific. Upwelling also
decreasedslightly in the Arabian Sea and in Bay of
Bengal, regionswhere the the glacial summer monsooncirculationwas reducedin the AGCM response.
As discussedearlier, salinity greatly affects the
thermohaline

circulation.

The

differences

response(Figure5) are directlyrelatedto the imposedfreshwateranomalies. The larger glacial sea
ice thicknessaround the north pole decreasedthe total amountof salinity in the uppermostmodellayer.
The modernsalinity contrastbetweenNorth Atlantic
and North Pacific,with highersalinitiesin the North
Atlantic, was reversedin the glacial oceanresponse.
The North

Pacific surface water contained

around

20/00moresalt than the NorthAtlanticwater.The

in sur-
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modern salinity contrastbetweenthe equatorial At-

lantic and the equatorialPacificof 0.50/o0wasreduced in the 18 ka simulation. The glacial surface
salinity seemedto be slightly increasedin the Weddell Sea and slightlydecreasedin the RossSeacompared to the control run.
The zonallyaveragedmeridionalcirculationfor the

Atlantic (Figure6) and for the Pacific(Figure7)
showsthat comparedto the control experiment,the
sinPlatedglacialcontributionsto deepwaterproduction of the Atlantic

and of the Pacific were reversed.

777

deep-seatemperaturewasreducedby 20--3øCin the
Atlantic, by 1ø- 2øC in the Pacificand by 2øC in the
Indian

Ocean.

DISCUSSION

Ocean model results can be compared with geological evidenceobtained from deep-seasediment
cores. Comparing the simulationswith these evidence,there is some(potential)agreementbut also
severedisagreementobtained.

In the North Atlantic, deepwater production com-

pletely stoppedin the ice age simulationand in the
North Pacific thermohaline

Model-Data Agreements

circulation started inten-

sively.(This reversed
patternhasa remarkable
similarity to the first attempts to simulate the present

climatewith coupledOAGCM's[Bryanet al., !975]).
Compared to the present, the glacial bottom water
wasyoungerin the equatorialPacificthan at present

(,-0300years,C•4-age)andolderin the equatorial
Atlanticthanat present
(,-•300years,C•4-age).The

The simulated temperature reduction of 1ø- 3øC
in the deepoceanfits into the suggestedtemperature
decreaseof 10- 2øC [Chappelland Shackleton,1986;
Labeyrieet al., 1987].
The model agreeswith the observationsin the following areas. The North Atlantic polar front and
Gulf Stream are displaced from their present post-
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tions to 45øN and 40øN, respectively[Mcintyre et
al., 1976]. Surfacesalinityin the subpolarNorth Atlantic may have been lower than present[Mcintyre
et al., 1976]. Upwellingincreasedin the equatorial
Atlantic [Sarntheinet al., 1988].
The model indicatesreducedglacial productionof
North Atlantic deepwater,in agreementwith Cd/Ca
and 513C which indicates a reduction of 30 - 50%

while the intermediatewater wasstrongerventilated
[Boyleand Keigwin, 1987;Crowley,1983;Duplessy
et al., 1988]. The thermohalinecirculationstopped
in the Norwegian Sea but seemedto be active in the
northeast Atlantic, possiblyon the European conti-

nentalshelf[Duplessyet al., 1980]. The deepwater
circulation was dominated by the northward flow of

Antarctic bottom water [Curry et al., 1988; Duplessyand Shackleton,1985].Apart from an overestimated reduction

correlated

of thermohaline

underestimated

circulation

ventilation

Anarctic outflow between the present and the LGM.
Data indicate a glacial reduction of the Indian
summer monsoonand of the upwelling in the Ara-

bian Sea. The LGM surfacesalinity gradientsincreased in both, the Arabian Sea and the Bay of

Bengal[Duplessy,1982]. Both models,the AGCM
and the OGCM, are consistentwith these data. The
AGCM simulatedthe glacial reductionof the summer monsooncirculation and the OGCM computed
consistentlythe glacial upwellingreductionand the
surfacesalinity increase. Mesoscaleoceanstudiesfor
this area agree with the presentedOGCM results

[Lutheret al., 1990].
Apart from regionaldifferencesbetweenmodel and

data (likethe missingincreased
equatorialupwelling
at 18 ka in the Pacific)the glacialoceanresponse
at
the surfaceis comparableto the geologicalevidence.

and the

of intermedi-

ate water the OGCM responsefits into the outlined
conceptionof the glacial Atlantic. The model cal-

culated only minor changesin the strength of the

Model-Data Disagreements

The major descrepancies
betweendata and model
appear in the glacial deep ocean response. Car-
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Fig. 7. Annualmeanof averagedPacificmeridionalcirculation.(a) OGCM response
to present-day
boundary
conditions;
(b) OGCM response
to iceageboundaryconditions.Contourinterval'2 Sv.
bon isotopeand Cd/Ca data indicate that the in-

lower spreadingof the North Atlantic deep water

t.ermediate

Atlantic should have been more strongly ventilated

(rather an intermediatewater than a deep water
), our model producesa pronouncedminimumof

at the LGM

5•3C at 500 m depth(Figure2b). In the northern

waters

in the North

and the North

Pacific

Atlantic

and

North

thermohaline

circulation should have been substantially reduced

[Boyleand Keigwin; 1987; Duplessyet al., 1988].

Pacific, the situation is similarly inconsistent: the
meridional stream function showsa pronouncedover-

The glacial sourceof global deep water shouldhave
been from Antarctica with comparablestrength as
observedtoday [OppoandFairbanks,1987;Duplessy
et al., 1988]. This sketchyields a globally reduced

turning whichwouldbe compatiblewith the ideasof
stronger production of intermediate water; the age
differencebetweenpelagic and benthic foraminifera

deepwater overturn at 18 ka. The meridional stream

ever, is in clear contrast to our LGM responseon radiocarbon distribution. The model, in fact, predicts

functionin the Atlantic of our glacialrun (Figure

[Broecker
et al., 1988;Shackleton
et al., 1988],how-

6b) seemsto be roughlycompatiblewith this outline

(Figure3) youngerglacialdeepwaterin the_Pacific

while

than at present. At this stage of model verification
we have to state clearly that our model results are

the meridional

stream

function

in the Pacific

(Figure7b) showsincompatability.
A comparisonof our carbon isotopessimulation
basedon the LGM responsereveal discrepancieswith
data that are much more pronouncedthan the foregoing qualitative arguments. Whereas Duplessy et

wrong.

al. [1988]describeda 5•3C distributionsimilarin

The freshwaterflux taken from the glacial AGCM
responsewere identified as the most probable tea-

structure

as the modern

one but with

a much shal-
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son for the "dissimulation". It would be very useful to get more information about glacial oceansurface salinity, especially in the North Pacific, to verify the regional T21 LGM responsein the freshwater flux. The glacial Aleutian pressuresystem was
simulated 200 farther eastward than in the presentday control run. Therefore the simulated freshwater
anomaly was positive in the eastern North Pacific
and negative in the western part where the glacial
deepwaterproduction was simulated by the OGCM.
The glacial location of the Aleutian pressuresystem

ice coveragemay have been overestimated(W. F.
Ruddiman,personalcommunication,
1991). If so,we

couldnot be obtainedfrom geologicaldata in Alaska

the CLIMAP SST's appear to have been supportive

can expect.that with a revisedseaice reconstruction
our model results would exhibit. a smaller departure
from the modern ocean simulation than the LGM

responsediscussedin this paper.
The CLIMAP SST field has also been challenged
becauseof disagreementsbetween AGCM results

and observations
over tropical land areas [Webster
and Streeten,1978; Rind and Peteet, 1985]. Although initial attempts at independentlyvalidating

[KutzbachandWright,1985].However,the T21 pat-

[Prell, 1985;Broecker,1986],a morerecentreexam-

tern of freshwaterflux anomaly are alsosimulatedby
other AGCM's using 18 ka CLIMAP boundary con-

ination

ditions[Joussaume,
1989;Miller and Russell,1990].
The boundary forcingof the AGCM in the North
Pacific should be connectedwith the prescription of
the large marine ice extent. A recent reexamination
of the primary geological data in that region provided indication

that the CLIMAP

reconstruction

of

of the transfer

functions

in the Pacific does

suggest
that the SST fieldmay needrevision[Chen
et al., 1991].
Thus the critical dependencyof climate model results to the CLIMAP SST's is not just based on atmosphericmodelsand tropical land areas, where in
some cases the observations themselves are sparse.
Our results indicate that, when ocean models are

Lautenschlageret al.: Ocean General Circulation LGM Experiment
considered,model-data discrepancymay alsoextend
to the validation of resultswith deep-seasediments.
Although more work is clearly required on OGCM
studiesof the ice agecirculation,our resultssuggest
that a satisfactory reconcilation with the sediment
record may require reevaluationof CLIMAP SST reconstruction.
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